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Figure 2 – Map illustrating the location of the nine gauging weirs identified for possible eel passage improvement 
 
The existing gauging function of the weirs shall be maintained at all time.  Any proposed improvement for eel passage 
shall not impede the exiting gauging function of the weir. 
 
It is assumed that all nine gauging weirs are in good structural condition and do not require remedial works. 
 
It is assumed all nine gauging weirs are easily accessible.  Details of access routes, parking locations etc to be 
provided to the appointed Contractor at start-up meeting. 
 
The feasibility study is for eel passage improvement only.   
 
It is assumed that all deliverables will be issued to the EA project manager in Draft and then Final format, following 
the EA review.  (For the programme, the EA review period is 10 working days).  
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Figure 3 – Aerial image of Featherstone gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
 

 
Figure 4 – Aerial image of Haydon Bridge gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
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Figure 5 – Aerial image of Low Moor gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
 

 
Figure 6 – Aerial image of Morwick gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
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Figure 7 – Aerial image of Preston le Skerne gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
 

 
Figure 8 – Aerial image of Rowlands Gill gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
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Figure 9 – Aerial image of Stanhope gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
 
In 2018 a Larinier f ish pass was installed at the Stanhope gauging weir.  The proposed eel passage improvement 
scheme shall not impact the functionality of the Larinier fish pass. 
 

 
Figure 10 – Aerial image of Sunderland Bridge gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
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Figure 11 – Aerial image of Witton Park gauging weir (blue mark denotes NGR) 
 
The Contractor will: 

1. Undertake a site visit to each of the nine gauging weirs to obtain site information and assess feasibility for 
eel passage improvement. 
 

2. Produce single technical note to document feasibility of eel passage improvement at the nine gauging 
weirs.  Where eel passage improvement is not considered feasible, justification shall be provided. 
 

3. Identify and appraise the options for eel passage improvement at the nine gauging weirs.  (For pricing, it is 
assumed that all nine sites will be viable for eel passage improvement). 
 

4. Undertake workshop to present outcome of site visit and options appraisals for each of the nine gauging 
weirs to the EA project team.  (For pricing, it is assumed that the workshop will be for a maximum duration 
of  3hrs).  The Contractor shall provide minutes for the workshop. 
 

5. Produce separate options appraisal report for eel passage improvement at each of the nine gauging weirs.  
The option appraisal shall include high-level cost estimates for each option considered.  The appraisal 
report shall also recommend the preferred option to be taken forward. 
 

6. Produce an outline design (sketch) for the preferred option for each of the nine gauging weirs. The sketch 
shall also note of any site-specific hazards/constraints that will impact the detailed design and/or 
installation.  

The Contractor shall also: 

a. Attend start-up meeting via MS Teams with Environment Agency project manager. 
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3 Issue f inal Options Appraisal Reports; and produce and issue draft 
Outline Design Sketches. 
 

March 2022 20% 

4 Issue f inal Outline Design Sketches and project completion. 
 

March 2022 30% 
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- Weir crest level(s) 
- Weir toe level(s) 
- Upstream and downstream bed levels 
- Upstream and downstream water levels 
- Crest width 
- Adjacent bank/wall height  
- Weir glacis gradient and length  

The above will be collected in (m OD) meters above ordnance data and post survey processing will be undertaken to 
generate CAD f iles of  the survey. It is necessary to obtain this information to  help inform the feasibility and 
optioneering reports, and to act as base plan on which to undertake the outline design sketches. Without level data 
options will be very high level and may prove to be unsuitable at a later stage of the project.  
 
It is preferred to undertake the site visits during a period of low flows and only areas safe to access will be surveyed, 
with most levels being taken f rom the bank. Safety requirements will include the use of  life jackets and carrying a 
safety throw rope and this will be included in the site visit RAMS.  
 
In addition to the site surveys, photos will be taken and a note made on the type of construction, access routes, the 
location of power and any other potential site constraints or opportunities observed.  
 
3. Technical note  
Following the site visit a brief technical note will be produced summarising the site observations and confirming the 
technical feasibility of achieving eel passage at the sites. Consideration will be given to current passability, site 
access, buildability, any likely remedial/additional works and the potential for impact on gauging function. If  eel 
passage is deemed infeasible at any of the sites justification will be provided. Fishtek have designed a range of eel 
pass solutions at various type of structures including many gauging weirs and we believe there is likely to be a solution 
for each structure.  
 
4. Options Appraisal  
Options appraisal reports will assess the suitability of eel passage options at each weir and will culminate in a 
preferred option for each site. Options considered will likely included a range of gravity fed solutions (i.e. boxed eel 
passes, recessed eel tiles, vertical eel cassettes) as well as pumped passes. Do nothing will be a baseline option and 
may be suitable at some sites if they are already deemed passable (generally only applicable to small gauging weirs 
with a shallow glacis that is well covered by mosses or algae and has a shallow flow depth at low (<Q70) flows. It is 
assumed weir removal is not feasible at all sites as gauging function must be maintained, although this can be 
conf irmed at project start up. At sites with existing fish passes facilities (i.e. Stanhope weir) the ability to retrofit an eel 
pass to the existing fish passes structure will also be assessed. A description will be given of each option type along 
with example reference sites including photographs and design information.  
 
As part of the appraisal report site data will be summarised, which is expected to include the site surveys, photos, a 
line search before you dig services search, an environmental designation search and a listed structures search. Whilst 
these are unlikely to have a significant bearing on the preferred solution it is nevertheless key site information that is 
important to identify early in a project and should be included in site Pre-Construction Information in later phases of 
the project.  
 
It is anticipated that the EA will be able to provide flow and water level data for each site and this will be summarised 
in tables and percentage exceedance curves generated to show the relationship between f low and water level  at 
each site. It is understood that upstream & downstream water level data and flow may not be available for all sites, 
so the following approach will be undertaken to inform the options appraisal and designs:  
1. If  upstream & downstream water level data and f low is available then a percentage exceedance curve will be 
generated using all three data sets and this will be utilised to inform the appraisal and design.  
2. The absence of  downstream data is not critical as wherever feasible the eel pass should run to bed level 
downstream. 
3.  In the absence of water level data, f low data can be used to calculated depth at the weir crest using appropriate 
hydraulic formula.  
4. Flow data is not critical for eel passage if  upstream water levels are available to ensure the eel pass functions 
optimally for at least the Q99-Q70 percentage exceedance level. 
5. In the complete absence of data water levels obtained during the site survey will be used and estimations made 
for low/high f low levels. In this instance a note will be added to the drawing to ensure levels are validated before 
f inalising the detailed design. This could be achieved via level logging (re. solinist Levelogger 5) or spot level gauges  
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Fishtek recently designed Hardmead pumped eel pass on the River Lea on behalf of , who are delivering 
it on behalf of the Environment Agency under a D&B contract. The eel pass is 25 m long and comprises the concrete 
channel and pre-fabricated aluminium box channels lined with crawling substrate. The design overcomes a series of 
site constraints, such as having to pass under an existing highway and footbridge and around a tilting weir. The outlet 
pipe allows eel to exit many meters upstream of the tilting weir, thus reducing the risk of entrainment and the inlet 
runs to bed and is close to the upstream end of an existing barrier. The design incorporates a telemetry transducer 
which is wired into a control box on the site and gives warning should the pump fail. A secondary pump is pre-installed 
and is programmed to start-up in the event of primary pump failure.   
 

 
Extract from Hardmead pumped eel pass design 
 
Wessex Fish and Eel Passes – Pumped eel passes at complex tidal structure under the EA EcoSF3  
Fishtek designed fish and eel passes at four structures on behalf of the Environment Agency under the EcoSF3, two 
of  which are pumped eel passes in confined spaces at tidal sites. Fishtek procured and managed suitably qualified 
sub-contractors to undertake the site surveys and subsequently produced outline design drawings, with appropriate 
CDM information and SHE boxes, and completed NFPP form FP002 for client approval. The outline design at Beer 
Wall (below) comprises a pumped eel pass that has been designed to avoid existing site inf rastructure, is suitably 
robust to withstand the high force and debris load of the river and allows for routine O&M from behind the existing 
hand-railing, negating the need for operatives to enter the watercourse. Once the outline design was approved Fishtek 
undertook the detailed design including Designer CDM roles and met SHEWCoP requirements. The designs are 
currently out to tender for construction and depending on the outcome Fishtek may fabricate and install the passes 
as a sub-contractor.  

 
Extract from the Beer Wall Outline Design Drawing 
 
Royal Drift - Eel passage R&D with pressure transducer and telemetry device 
Fishtek understood R&D of their patented Tidal Gate Damper – a copolymer mounted tube that delays closure of the 
tidal f lap beyond level equalisation to allow elver ingress – at Royal Drift on the Severn Estuary to establish it’s effects. 
A monitoring set-up was installed that included pressure transducers on the f luvial and tidal side of the gate, salinity 
probes and an aperture device to measure the opening of the tidal structure in different conditions.  All probes were 
ran back to a Kiosk box that contained a Frog Logger, which stored data and uploaded it to a server daily with the 
use of  mobile data. The data was used to show the potential to delay gate closure for improving elver ingress but 
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without increasing f lood risk or salinity of the upstream water body. Many tidal gate dampers have since been 
installed.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Southwest Water Eel regulations assessments  
Fishtek assessed screen and passage requirements at seventeen sites for . Assets were assessed 
to determine their compliance with the eels regulations, identify the present risk to eels, determine best practice 
screening and passage mitigation measures, and provide high level costs for identified options. Reports were 
produced identifying best practice eel screening and/or eel passage solutions, providing sufficient information for 
Fishtek to undertake the EA’s cost benef it analysis of the preferred best practice solutions. Fishtek subsequently 
designed and installed mitigation measures at some of the sites, undertook additional assessments at other  
assets, and are engaged to design and install further identified solutions to enable to meet its Eels Regulations 
obligations. 
 
Burnt Mill 
Fishtek designed a pre-barrage f ish pass and eel pass at Burnt Mill weir, an Environment Agency owned gauging 
station on the River Cam. The eel tiles were recessed into the weir face and a concrete infill was formed in line with 
the crest to ensure no impact to the weirs gauging function. Fishtek undertook the initial trials on the effectiveness of 
recessed and mounted eel tiles at gauging weirs using a monitoring system comprising overhead IR CCTV and PIT 
tagging, at Lydney on the River Lyd. 
 

 
Images of recessed eel tiles at Burnt Mill gauging weir and testing of mounted and recessed tiles at Lydney.  
 
HNL eel passes 
Working as a sub-contractor under the EA FCRM framework, FIshtek designed low-cost baffle f ish passes and eel 
passes at 12 gauging weirs in the Thames catchment. Due to a low head drop with shallow flow and a good algal 
growth, one weir was discounted form the design. For the other weirs, due to the sensitivity and criticalness of the 
weirs gauging function, vertical eel cassettes were designed that comprised a series of vertically orientated eel tiles 
on HDPE backing boards that could slide between aluminium runners fitted to the channel wall. Fishtek also fabricated 
all the eel passes. Fishtek undertook the designer role under CDM, completing all detailed designs with DRA’s and 
subsequently fabricated all the eel passes.  
 












